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Abstract
Styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS) polymer is one of the most preferred additives to improve performance in hot mix asphalt pavements.
The storage instability, in other words, the separation of a polymer-rich phase from the bitumen-rich phase in the course of storage
and transportation is one of the prevalent problems in SBS modified bitumen. The present study attempted to obtain modified
bitumen at the same performance level with the SBS modified bitumen, but stable with respect to the storage stability. For this
purpose, both SBS and American Gilsonite (AG) were used in modified bitumen production. It was determined that modified bitumen
at the same performance level was obtained with the use of 5 % SBS or 18 % AG in bitumen modification. It was also determined that
the performance levels of the modified bitumen obtained with the use of 2 % SBS + 13 % AG, 3 % SBS + 10 % AG and 4 % SBS + 6 % AG
were similar. Additionally, 2 %, 3 % and 4 % SBS modified bitumen were used for the assessment of storage stability properties of the
SBS modified binders. These 8 different modified bitumen samples were tested for storage stability based on the EN 13399 standard.
Penetration, softening point, rotational viscometer, bending beam rheometer, and dynamic shear rheometer tests were conducted
on the samples. Based on all conducted tests, it was determined that more stable binders were obtained with the use of AG and SBS
in terms of storage stability compared to solely SBS modified bitumen.
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1 Introduction
Highway flexible pavements primarily experience deteriorations such as rutting, low temperature and fatigue
cracking, moisture-induced damages and ageing. These
deteriorations are mainly due to the rheological and
mechanical properties of the bitumen. Additives are used
to delay these deteriorations and extend the service life of
the pavements. The additives can be added to bituminous
binders, but they can also be introduced directly into the
mixture in plants [1].
Various materials such as polymers, natural asphalts
(Gilsonite), and sulfur have been used in bitumen modification; these additives improved the rheological properties of bitumen and the mechanical properties of hot mix

asphalts [2–6]. In order to manage the natural resources
more efficiently, waste materials are recycled and some of
them such as waste polymers are incorporated into asphalt
mixes, thus natural resources are preserved and material properties are improved [7–9]. Among the additives
used in bitumen, polymer type materials are the most frequently used ones [10]. The polymers are divided into two
groups; elastomers and plastomers. SBS, an elastomer,
demonstrated greater potential compared to other modifiers when blended with bitumen; it improved the mechanical properties and the rheological behavior of the conventional bitumen [11–15]. Natural asphalts, such as Gilsonite
and Trinidad Lake Asphalt, are among the other additives.
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In the present study, SBS modified bitumen was investigated in order to acquire binders, which exhibit the same
performance but with more stability in storage. Storage
stability of binders was analyzed with penetration, softening point, rotational viscometer, bending beam rheometer,
and dynamic shear rheometer (DSR) tests. The most adequate additive for storage and its ideal rate were investigated and the effects of the use of SBS and AG in conjunction with storage stability were examined.
2 Material and method
2.1 Material
In the study, 160/220 class pure binder, procured from
Batman TÜPRAŞ refinery in Turkey, was used as the main
binder. SBS (Kraton D 1101), procured from the Shell
Company, and Gilsonite, procured from the American
Gilsonite Company, were employed as additives. All modified bitumen was obtained by mixing pure bitumen with
the additive at 180 °C and 1000 rpm for 1 hour [27].
The additive that was used in the study was determined
based on the findings reported in a previous study [28].
Since the utilized additives and pure binders were similar, the same additive rates were used in the study. Based
on the references in the previous study, 5 % SBS, 18 %
American Gilsonite, 2 % SBS + 13 % AG, 3 % SBS + 10 %
AG, and 4 % SBS + 6 % AG were used based on the weight
of bitumen in the rest of the study. Furthermore, in order
to reveal the storage stability of SBS more clearly, 2 %,
3 % and 4 % SBS modified binders were produced and
subjected to the tests. DSR test results for unaged binders
are presented in Table 1.
Table 1 DSR Test results for SBS modified unaged binders
SBS
Content
(%)
0

AG
Content
(%)
18.0

G*/sin δ (kPa) (Specification limit
min. 1 kPa)
Temperature (°C)
52
-

58

64

70

76

82

Performance
Grade

Gilsonite, which is found particularly in America and Iran
in abundance, can easily mix with bitumen due to their
similar structures [16]. Thus, Gilsonite was used in various studies for bitumen modification and it was reported
that bitumen performance increased as a result [17, 18].
Furthermore, it was reported that a considerable cost
reduction can be achieved in the end products by partially
or completely replacing the widely-used bitumen modifier,
SBS polymer with Gilsonite [19].
When SBS is mixed with bitumen, several interactions
occur between bitumen and SBS. The interaction between
bitumen and polybutadiene blocks (PB) that occurs in
intermolecular level is more powerful compared to those
that occur with polystyrene blocks [20]. It was suggested
that polybutadiene blocks interact with positively charged
groups of bitumen through their π-electrons, however
polystyrene blocks exhibit an interaction with electron-rich groups in bitumen via their aromatic protons.
Polystyrene blocks in SBS copolymers, when added to
bitumen, may absorb certain saturated branches and certain rings in the light component of bitumen [21, 22]. This,
in return, leads to the swelling of polystyrene blocks and
hardens the bitumen [23]. If the polymer content is low,
SBS is dispersed as a discrete phase in the bitumen. When
SBS concentration increases, phase inversion process
may begin in the modified bitumen. It is ideal that two
interlocked continuous phases are formed as bitumen-rich
phase and SBS-rich phase. SBS-rich phase includes two
sub-phases of swollen polybutadiene matrix and essentially pure polystyrene domains. As soon as the SBSrich phase occurs, a rubbery supporting network is also
formed in the modified bitumen. This network increases
complex modulus (G*) and viscosity, improves elastic
response and enhances resistance to cracking at low temperatures in SBS-modified bitumen [24].
Although SBS is a popular modifier of paving bitumen
owing to the reported properties, SBS copolymers are not
exactly ideal modifiers. For instance, the compatibility
between bitumen and SBS is not perfect [25, 26]. Storage
instability is a commonly identified problem in the final
polymer modified bitumen (PMB) products. This process
entails the separation of polymer-rich phase from bitumen-rich phase, which occurs during storage and transport. Since storage stability is a major requirement for all
PMBs, comprehension of the stability-related behavior
of PMB has always been an important objective in this
research field during the past decades.

12.03 5.85 3.04 1.50 0.82

PG 76

2.0

0

-

2.73

1.26 0.65

-

-

PG 64

3.0

0
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4.0

0
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5.0
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-
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-
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Fig. 1 Test specimens obtained with storage stability test

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Storage stability test
The storage stability tests were conducted according to
the EN 13399 standards on modified bitumen [29]. In
the test, standard aluminum tubes, 160 mm in height and
30–40 mm in diameter, were used. Modified bitumen was
mixed in a special mixer until it was homogenous according to the standards and poured into the standard tube
until it reached a height of 100-120 mm and there were
no air bubbles. Then the tube lid was closed airtight. The
tubes were stored vertically at 180 °C for 72±1 hours. At
the end of this period, the tubes were removed from the
stove and were cooled down vertically at room temperature. Subsequently, they were stored at 20 °C for 30 minutes and the bitumen was extracted by removing the lid
on the aluminum tubes. The bitumen extracted from the
tubes were separated vertically into three equal pieces
(Fig. 1). The top and the bottom pieces were subjected to
binder tests following the removal of the middle piece.
Binder tests were conducted on the acquired samples.
2.2.2 Conventional binder test
In the study, binder penetration values were determined
based on the EN 1426 standard [30] and binder softening points were determined based on the EN 1427 standard [31]. Thus, consistencies of samples subjected to the
stability tests were determined with conventional tests.
2.2.3 Rotational viscometer test
Rotational viscometer test was conducted to determine
the consistency and pumpability of bituminous binders
according to the ASTM D 4402 standard [32]. In the study,
rotational viscometer test was conducted under two different temperatures (135 °C and 165 °C).

2.2.4 Bending beam rheometer (BBR) test
The bending beam rheometer (ATS Instrument Company)
was used to perform creep tests based on the AASHTO
TP1 standard [33]. The experimental temperature was set
at –20 °C. A sample beam (125 mm in length, 12.5 mm in
width and 6.25 mm in thickness) was immersed in a bath
under constant temperature, and it was stored at the experimental temperature for 60 min. Then, supported on two
ends, the binder beam was subjected to a constant load of
100 g, and the deflection on the center point was continuously measured. The binder creep stiffness (S) and creep
rate (m) were determined for a load period of 60 s [34].
Additionally, the physical hardening was determined after
a period of 24 h at –20 °C temperature.
2.2.5 Dynamic mechanical analysis
Currently, the dynamic mechanical method that utilizes an
oscillatory-type test within the linear viscoelastic (LVE)
response area is the most frequently employed method for
fundamental bitumen rheological tests. Dynamic shear
rheometer (DSR) is employed to perform the above-mentioned oscillatory tests.
A Bohlin DSRII rheometer was used to conduct the
DSR test on modified binders. With the use of frequency
sweeps between 0.001 and 4 Hz and at a temperature
between 40 and 80 °C, the test was carried out under controlled-stress loading conditions. The experiments were
conducted with a 25 mm diameter, 1 mm gap geometry.
For all experiments, the stress amplitude was restricted
within the linear viscoelastic response of the bitumen.
The magnitude of the complex shear modulus (G*)
and phase angle (δ) are the main viscoelastic parameters
acquired with the DSR. The G* is the rate of maximum
(shear) stress to maximum strain. The total resistance
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to deformation, when the bitumen is subjected to shear
loading, is measured with the previously mentioned
method [35]. Elastic and viscous components specified as
(shear) storage modulus (G') and (shear) loss modulus (G''),
respectively, are included in this method. The two components mentioned above are associated with the complex
(shear) modulus and with each other via the phase (or loss)
angle (δ) that represents the phase or time lag between
the applied shear stress and shear strain responses in the
course of an experiment [22].
3 Results and discussion
In the study, 8 different modified bitumen were prepared,
and they were subjected to storage stability test according
to the EN 13399 standard. Samples acquired with the storage stability test were subjected to penetration, softening
point, viscosity, DSR and BBR tests. The test equipment
used in the study are presented in Fig. 2. Additionally, the
data obtained in the experiments were statistically evaluated through the application of linear regression analysis
and the SPSS package software.

Fig. 2 Penetration, rotational viscosity, DSR, softening point, and BBR
tests

3.1 Penetration test results
The penetration test results are given in Table 2. In addition, the ratios of penetration test results of the samples
obtained from the top and the bottom of the tubes are seen
in Fig. 3. The penetration rates of samples obtained from
the top of the tubes were higher compared to those acquired
from the bottom of the tubes. It was observed that, in modified binders, which only included SBS, as the SBS content
increased, the penetration rates of samples obtained from
the bottom of the tubes decreased, and thus their consistency increased. It was determined that the penetration

Fig. 3 Penetration value ratios of samples obtained from top of the
tubes to bottom of the tubes

Table 2 Penetration, softening point and rotational viscosity test results

2 % SBS

3 % SBS

4 % SBS

5 % SBS

18 % AG

2 % SBS +
13 % AG

3 % SBS +
10 % AG

4 % SBS +
6 % AG

Binder type

61.1

46.9

35.1

25.3

21.2

26.4

23.1

23.7

Penetration
(mm –1)

Bottom
Top

84.6

86.5

96.0

87.5

24.3

28.1

48.0

53.4

Softening point
(°C)

Bottom

50.90

54.25

56.10

60.25

60.75

61.80

61.00

61.50

Top

68.05

77.20

81.05

85.35

64.05

69.50

81.75

79.05

Viscosity
(cP, @135°C)

Bottom

550

750

962.5

1238

1350

1275

1313

1263

Top

1050

2063

2825

4263

1363

2463

2638

3350

Viscosity
(cP, @165°C)

Bottom

175

212.5

262.5

300

325

300

300

312.5

Top

362.5

787.5

1050

1588

312.5

715.5

800

1350
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rates of modified binders, which only included SBS and
was acquired from the top of the tubes, were between
85–96 mm –1. Additionally, in SBS modified binders, the
samples acquired from the top of the tubes and included
3 %, 4 % and 5 % SBS had higher penetration rates compared to 2 % SBS modified bitumen. After the storage stability test, it was determined that, in 2 %, 3 %, 4 % and 5 %
SBS modified bitumen, sample penetration rates obtained
from the top of the tubes were 1.38, 1.84, 2.73 and 3.47
times higher than those of the samples acquired from the
bottom of the tubes, respectively. This indicated that as
SBS content increases, the disintegration between bitumen
and polymer increases, as is reflected in storage stability.
Based on the penetration test results, it was determined
that 18 % AG modified bitumen was the most stable binder
among modified binders in terms of storage stability. In
18 % AG modified bitumen, it was determined that the
samples acquired from the top of the tube had higher penetration rates than those acquired from the bottom, and the
penetration rate of the top section was 15 % higher compared to the bottom section. Modified binders with SBS
and AG content, and 5 % SBS content were compared to
the binders, which had the same performance level (2 %
SBS + 13 % AG, 3 % SBS + 10 % AG and 4 % SBS + 6 %
AG), and it was determined that, as SBS content increased
in modified binders with SBS and AG content, the differences increased between the penetration rates after the
storage stability test; however, the differences were lower
between the penetration rates of binders with SBS and
AG content than those with the 5 % SBS. In SBS and AG
modified binders, the best penetration result was obtained
from the binders with 2 % SBS + 13 % AG.
According to the data obtained as a result of the statistical analyses for the penetration test, it was determined that
there was not a significant relationship at the upper section
of the tube with SBS use (p > 0.05) and AG addition created a significant relationship (p < 0.5).

softening point increased as the SBS content increased.
Since SBS density is lower than bitumen, polymer phase is
collected on the top part of the tubes after the storage stability test [36]. Thus, the softening point rates were higher
in the top section of the tubes.
The ratio of the softening point results of the top samples to bottom samples are seen in Fig. 4. In 2 %, 3 %, 4 %
and 5 % SBS modified bitumen, the softening points of
samples acquired from the top of the tubes after the storage stability test were 1.34, 1.42, 1.42, 1.44 and 1.42 times
higher than those of the samples acquired from the bottom of the tubes, respectively. Thus, as the SBS content
increased, storage stability of bitumen decreased.
Similar to the penetration tests, in softening point tests,
it was determined that 18 % AG modified binder was the
most stable modified bitumen for storage. Similar to other
modified binders, it was determined that in 18 % AG modified bitumen, the sample acquired from the top of the tube
exhibited a higher softening point rate after storage stability test than that of the sample acquired from the bottom
of the tube. In SBS and AG modified binders, it was determined that among the samples acquired from the top of the
tube after the storage stability test, 3 % SBS + 10 % AG
modified binder exhibited the highest softening point rate.
In the comparison of SBS and AG modified binders
(2 % SBS + 13 % AG, 3 % SBS + 10 % AG and 4 % SBS
+ 6 % AG), it was determined that in these binders, as the
SBS content increased, the difference increased as well
between the softening point rates after the storage stability
test; however, all softening point rate differences between
SBS and AG modified binders were lower than those of
the 5 % SBS modification. In the comparison between 5 %
SBS modified binders, the softening point rates of the bitumen modified with 2 % SBS + 13 % AG, 3 % SBS + 10 %
AG and 4 % SBS + 6 % AG were respectively 0.79, 0.94
and 0.91 times lower than that of 5 % SBS modified bitumen after storage stability tests.

3.2 Softening point test results
Softening point tests results for the samples acquired from
modified binders which were subjected to storage stability
test are presented in Table 2. As seen in Table 2, softening point values of the samples obtained from the top of
the tubes after the storage stability tests were higher than
those of the samples acquired from the bottom of the tube.
Only for the samples taken from the bottom of the tube
after the storage stability tests, which were conducted on
binders solely modified with SBS, it was determined that

Fig. 4 The ratios of the softening point values obtained from the top
part to the values obtained from the bottom part
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In the linear regression analysis conducted with the
obtained results, it was determined that there was a significant relationship.
3.3 Rotational viscometer test results
Results of rotational viscometer tests conducted at 135 °C
and 165 °C on 8 different modified bitumen samples after
the storage stability tests are presented in Table 2. The
ratio of the top samples to the bottom samples concerning
the rotational viscosity test results at 135 and 165 °C are
seen in Fig. 5.
As seen in Fig. 5, in only SBS modified binders, it was
determined that, as SBS content increased, viscosity values
of the samples obtained from both the top and the bottom of
the tubes increased. However, in the analysis of the samples
acquired from the top of the tubes, it was determined that,
as SBS content increased from 2 % to 3 %, the viscosity rate
increased by 117 %; as SBS content increased from 2 % to
4 % and 5 %, viscosity rates increased by 189 % and 338 %,
respectively. In the analysis of samples acquired from the
bottom of the tubes, it was determined that as additive content increased from 2 % to 3 %, 4 % and 5 %, viscosity rates
increased by 21 %, 50 % and 71 %, respectively. This was
due to the fact that polymer content was concentrated on the
top section of the tube during the storage stability tests that
were conducted on SBS modified bitumen.

Fig. 5 The ratios of the viscosity values obtained from the top part to
the values obtained from the bottom part a) 135 °C b) 165 °C

In the analysis of viscosity rates of modified binders that
exhibited the same performance levels after the storage stability test, it was determined that the samples acquired from
the top of the tubes had higher viscosity rates compared to
those of the samples acquired from the bottom of the tubes.
It was determined that 5 % SBS modified binder exhibited
the highest viscosity rate, while 18 % AG modified binder
exhibited the lowest viscosity rate. Additionally, it was
determined that the differences between the viscosity rates
of samples acquired from the top and the bottom of the tubes
were higher compared to the findings at 135 °C. This indicated that the disintegration between the samples acquired
from the top and from the bottom was clearer following the
storage stability tests conducted at high temperatures.
In the analysis of viscosity rates of binders with the
same viscosity performances obtained after the storage
stability tests, it was determined that 18 % AG modified
bitumen exhibited the best result and 5 % SBS modified
bitumen exhibited the worst result concerning the storage.
It was determined that as SBS content increased in modified bitumen, the negation in terms of storage increased
as well and storage stability decreased. This indicated that
the use of AG +vSBS would contribute to the storage of
modified bitumen.
According to the statistical analysis conducted for the
viscosity tests, it was determined that there were significant relationship at both 135 °C and 165 °C.
3.4 Bending beam rheometer test results
BBR tests were designed to be conducted at –10 °C on samples obtained in storage stability test. Samples acquired in
SBS modified binder storage stability tests demonstrated a
polymeric structure, although in the BBR tests conducted at
–10 °C and –20 °C on these samples, an excessive deflection
occurred, and thus, no result was obtained. The standard
BBR test was conducted on the samples following a storage
for 24 hours at test temperature in order to obtain results.
Although they were kept at –20 °C for 24 hours, in the samples acquired from the top of the tubes after storage stability
test, the SBS modified bitumen did not produce results. This
indicated that binders produced with solely SBS exhibited
the worst results. Stiffness rates determined in the bending beam rheometer test, which was conducted on modified bitumen samples at –20 °C, are presented in Fig. 6.
As seen in Fig. 6, in samples conditioned for both 1 hour
and 24 hours, it was determined that as the SBS content
increased in the samples obtained from the bottom of the
tubes after the storage stability test, their stiffness rates
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increased as well. In the analysis of samples acquired from
the bottom of the tubes, it was determined that AG addition to the SBS modified binders increased the stiffness
rates. In the analysis of 24-hour conditioned samples, it
was determined that samples acquired from the bottom
of the tubes exhibited higher stiffness rates compared to
those of the samples acquired from the top of the tubes.
When all binders were considered, it was determined that
18 % AG-modified binders exhibited the highest stiffness
rates in mixtures conditioned for both 1 hour and 24 hours.
In only SBS (2 %, 3 %, 4 % and 5 % SBS modified
bitumen) modified binders, in samples acquired from the
bottom of the tubes after the storage stability test, increasing the conditioning from 1 hour to 24 hours led to 1.89,
1.80, 1.93 and 2.04-fold increases in stiffness, respectively. In AG + SBS modified binders, in samples acquired
from the bottom of the tubes, increasing the conditioning
from 1 hour to 24 hours caused the stiffness to increase
1.22 times in 2 % SBS + 13 % AG and 3 % SBS + 10 %
AG modified binders, and 1.13 times in 4 % SBS + 6 % AG
modified binders. This increase was 1.37 times for 18 %
AG modified binder. After the storage stability tests, in
18 % AG, 2 % SBS + 13 % AG, 3 % SBS + 10 % AG
and 4 % SBS + 6 % AG modified binders, in the samples acquired from the top of the tubes, increasing the
conditioning from 1 hour to 24 hours caused the stiffness
to increase 1.20, 1.31, 1.47 and 1.30-fold, respectively.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6 Stiffness of 1 hour (a) and 24 hours (b) conditioned samples
obtained in the storage stability test

In only SBS modified binders, the fact that it was not possible to determine the stiffness of samples acquired from
the top of the tubes after the storage stability tests indicated that SBS modified binders were the worst for storage
stability. In 1 hour-conditioned 18 % AG modified binders,
the difference between the stiffness of samples obtained
from the top and the bottom of the tubes was 1.3 %, while
the differences were 25.56 %, 56.62 % and 73.32 % for
2 % SBS + 13 % AG, 3 % SBS + 10 % AG, and 4 % SBS
+ 6 % AG modified binders respectively. In 24-hour conditioned binder samples, the difference between the stiffness of 18 % AG, 2 % SBS + 13 % AG, 3 % SBS + 10 %
AG and 4 % SBS + 6 % AG modified binder samples
obtained from the top and the bottom of the tubes were
11.48 %, 20.02 %, 53.74 % and 69.35 %, respectively. In
SBS and AG-modified binders, for the samples acquired
from the top of the tubes, as the SBS content increased, the
stiffness rates decreased, while in samples acquired from
the bottom of the tubes, as the SBS content increased, the
stiffness rates increased as well. This indicated that as the
SBS content increased, modified binders demonstrated
a negative behavior in terms of storage. The m-values
obtained from the bending beam rheometer tests, which
were conducted on modified binder samples acquired after
the storage stability tests, are presented in Fig. 7.
In the analysis of m-values that demonstrate the changes
in deformation during the application of the load on binders at –20 °C, it was determined that 5 % SBS modified
bitumen samples acquired from the bottom of the tubes
after the storage stability tests exhibited the highest
m-value. This indicated that independent of the intensity
of the disintegration, polymers were still present at the
bottom of the tubes, and thus their m-values were higher.
Furthermore, in solely SBS-modified binders, the fact that
samples acquired from the top of the tubes after the storage
stability test did not yield any result was due to excessive
deflection induced by the load applied. In AG-modified

Fig. 7 m-values for 1 hour and 24 hours conditioned samples obtained
with the storage stability test
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bitumen, the fact that m-value was low indicated that there
may be low temperature cracking problems in AG-modified
bitumen. The ratio of the sample stiffness rate to m-value
(S/m-value) are presented in Fig. 8.
The ratio of sample stiffness to m-values (S/m-value) is
a parameter used to characterize the behavior of binders at
low temperatures [37]. A low rate indicates that the binder
would behave better under low temperatures. Analysis of
the data presented in Fig. 8 demonstrated that the bitumen
samples with the best low temperature performances were
the SBS-modified binders and the worst low temperature
performances were obtained in only AG-modified binders.
In the analysis of these findings based on the effects of the
temperatures and disintegration, it was determined that in
binders with the same performance, AG-modified binders
exhibited more proper results.
In the assessment of all BBR tests, it was observed that
SBS-modified binders had a negative effect on storage;
however, the SBS-modified binders demonstrated more
elastic behavior at low temperatures despite the disintegration. In the evaluation of binders with the same performance level, it was determined that the use of SBS and AG
together produced better results compared to SBS modification based on storage, and it was more flexible compared
to solely AG-modified binders.
3.5 Dynamic mechanical test results
In the study, for the binder samples that were tested for
storage stability, dynamic shear rheometer tests were also
conducted at 4 different temperatures (40 °C, 50 °C, 60 °C,
70 °C) and 10 different frequencies ranging between 0.01
and 4 Hz. The test results were plotted as master curves.
The complex shear modulus (G*) findings for the SBSmodified binder samples obtained from the bottom of
the tubes after the storage stability test are presented in
Fig. 9(a) and G* results of samples acquired from the top
of the tubes are presented in Fig. 9 (b).

Fig. 8 S/m-values for 1 hour and 24 hours conditioned samples obtained
with the storage stability test

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9 Complex modulus master curves for SBS modified binders

As seen in Fig. 9(a), as SBS content and frequency
increased, G* values increased as well. Among all SBSmodified binder samples acquired from the bottom of the
tubes after the storage stability test and in all frequencies,
it was observed that 2 % SBS modified binder exhibited the
lowest G* value, while 5 % SBS modified binder exhibited
the highest G* value. It was determined that the changes
in sample G* values acquired from the bottom of the tubes
with the same frequency were similar in all binders.
As seen in Fig. 9(b), as SBS content increased, the
changes in G* values of SBS-modified bitumen samples
acquired from the top of the tubes decreased with frequency. It is considered that this was due to the fact that
SBS’s density was lower compared to the bitumen, and
thus SBS accumulated on the top of the tube during storage stability tests. The SBS accumulation on top of the
tubes caused the samples to reflect a polymeric structure, and thus as SBS content increased, the effect of the
changes in frequency on the samples decreased.
G* values for the binder samples acquired from the top
and the bottom of the tubes with the same performances
are presented in Fig. 10.
As seen in Fig. 10 (a), it was determined that G* values
of the samples with the same performance level that are
acquired from the bottom of the tubes after the storage
stability tests were similar and the changes observed in
these values with the frequency change were also similar.
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(a)

of the samples acquired from the bottom of the tubes at
0.001 Hz and 0.01 Hz, while the difference was 506.7-fold
when the frequency was increased from 0.001 Hz to 4 Hz.
In 5 % SBS modified bitumen samples obtained from the
top of the tubes, the G* value increased 1.6 times when the
frequency was increased from 0.001 Hz to 0.01 Hz, while
the G* value increased only 4.3 times when the frequency
was increased from 0.001 to 4 Hz.
In the analysis of G* values for binders with the same
performance level (Table 4), it was determined that among
the samples acquired from the top and the bottom of the
tubes, 18 % AG modified binder samples exhibited the
lowest difference between the DSR test results, while 5 %
SBS modified binder samples exhibited the highest difference. At 4 Hz frequency, in the DSR tests results for
the 18 % AG modified binder samples acquired from the
top and the bottom of the tubes, the difference between
Table 3 DSR test results for SBS modified binders
1

4

1062

7537

38128

5%
SBS

4%
SBS

3%
SBS

2%
SBS

0.1

121

107900

Top

102

679

3873

15109

34020

Bottom

178

1521

10180

50304

129500

Top

229

928

4047

14168

27300

Bottom

525

3965

22860

103226

287000

Top

541

2210

8792

23707

38600

Bottom

579

4400

25440

108075

293400

Top

5161

8305

10935

17500

22239

Table 4 DSR test results for modified binders with the same
performance grade
Frequency (Hz)
0.1

1

4

Bottom

579

4400

25440

108075

293400

Top

5161

8305

10935

17500

22239

Bottom

469

3653

22420

99850

372700

Top

499

3874

24010

110657

287700

Bottom

508

3885

22840

110346

222100

Top

454

3191

15950

58888

127200

Bottom

523

3966

25000

114318

334800

Top

569

2504

10280

29766

52530

Bottom

497

3769

23260

101629

346400

Top

804

2324

8889

24619

43920

18 %
AG

5%
SBS

0.01

2 % SBS +
13 % AG

Specimen type
0.001

3 % SBS +
10 % AG

As seen in Fig. 10(b), the binder samples with the same
performance level that are acquired from the top of the
tubes after the storage stability tests had similar values
in low frequencies, with the exception that the 5 % SBS
modified binder and the 18 % AG modified binder had
the highest rate in high frequencies. It was detected that
5 % SBS modified binder samples had the lowest rate at
high frequencies. Complex Modulus values of the samples
obtained from the top and the bottom of the tubes are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
As seen in Table 3, as SBS content increased in both
the top and the bottom in modified bitumen, G* values
were higher in 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 Hz frequencies. It was
determined that these changes were not regular at 1 and
4 Hz frequencies. It was detected that as the SBS content
increased, the difference increased between the DSR test
findings for samples acquired from the top and the bottom of the tubes at 4 Hz frequency; in 5 % SBS including binders, this difference was 13.2-fold. In the analysis
of the changes in DSR test results concerning frequency,
it was determined that samples acquired from the bottom
of the tubes were affected more by the changes in frequency. As SBS content increased, the effect of the frequency decreased. Especially in 5 % SBS modification,
there was a 7.6-time difference between the G* values

0.01

Bottom

4 % SBS +
6 % AG

(b)
Fig. 10 Complex modulus master curves for modified binders with the
same performance grade

Frequency (Hz)

Specimen type
0.001
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G* values was only 1.3-fold, while in 5 % SBS modified
binder samples, the increase was 13.2-fold. For the binders with the same performance level, as SBS content
decreased, the difference decreased between G* values of
the samples acquired from the top and the bottom of tubes
after the storage stability test. Thus, it was determined that,
for storage stability, AG use would produce more stable
results compared to SBS modification.
4 Conclusions
In the present study, 4 SBS modified bitumen, 3 SBS + AG
modified bitumen and 1 AG modified bitumen were investigated based on storage stability properties. Based on the
results of penetration, softening point, rotational viscometer, bending beam rheometer and dynamic shear rheometer tests conducted on samples obtained with the storage
stability tests, the following conclusions were reached.
• The penetration tests conducted on the binders demonstrated that the penetration rates for the samples that
were acquired from the top of the tubes after the storage stability test were higher compared to those of the
samples acquired from the bottom of the tubes. It was
also determined that as SBS content increased at the
bottom of the tubes, penetration rates decreased, thus,
stability increased. According to the results of penetration tests, it was determined that the most stable modified binder was 18 % AG modified bitumen based on
storage stability. The most stable binder among SBS
and AG modified binders was the 2 % SBS + 13 % AG
modified bitumen based on storage stability, and the
most instable binder was 5 % SBS modified bitumen.
• Based on the softening point test results, the softening
point rates of all modified bitumen samples acquired
from the top of the tubes were higher compared to those
of the samples acquired from the bottom of the tubes. It
was determined that, in the solely-SBS-modified bitumen following the storage stability test, SBS accumulated on the top of the tubes due to its density, thus as
SBS content increased, softening point increased in the
top of the tubes. In comparison of the binders with the
same performance level (2 % SBS + 13 % AG, 3 %
SBS + 10 % AG, 4 % SBS + 6 % AG, 5 % SBS and
18 % AG), for SBS and AG modified binders, it was
determined that as SBS content increased, the difference between the softening point values increased after
the storage stability test; 18 % AG modified bitumen
exhibited the best storage stability result and 5 % SBS
modified bitumen exhibited the worst result.

• In the analysis of viscosity test results for bitumen
after storage stability tests, it was determined that
samples obtained from the top of the tubes exhibited
higher rates compared to the samples acquired from
the bottom of the tubes. In the comparison of the samples obtained from the top of the tubes, it was determined that 5 % SBS modified binders had the highest
viscosity rates and 18 % AG modified binders had the
lowest viscosity rates. It was determined that as SBS
content increased in the modified bitumen, its negative effect on storage stability increased and storage
stability decreased. This indicated that the use of AG
instead of SBS in bitumen modification yielded better
results concerning the storage stability.
• The bending beam rheometer test results demonstrated that SBS modification exhibited negative
effects on storage stability; however, SBS modified
binders demonstrated elastic behavior at low temperatures despite the experienced disintegration. The
analysis of binders with the same performance level
demonstrated that the use of both SBS and AG in
modification produced better storage stability results
compared to only SBS modification and more flexible
binders were obtained compared to binders modified
only with AG.
• DSR test results demonstrated that as SBS content
and frequency increased, G* values increased as well;
moreover, when samples acquired from the bottom of
the tubes were analyzed, 2 % SBS modified binder
exhibited the lowest values at all frequencies, while
5 % SBS modified bitumen exhibited the highest values. It was detected that difference between the G*
values of all binder samples acquired from the bottom
of the tubes after the storage stability test were similar
concerning the frequency. As SBS content increased,
the amount of difference between the G* values of
the samples acquired from the top of the tubes after
the storage stability tests decreased with frequency. It
was suggested that this was due to the fact that SBS
density is lower compared to the bitumen, and thus
SBS accumulated on the top of the tube during the
storage stability tests. As a result of DSR tests, it was
determined that the highest difference between complex shear modulus of samples collected from the top
and the bottom of the tubes was observed in 5 % SBS
modified binders. This indicated that the use of both
Gilsonite and SBS in modified binder storage would be
more advisable based on the complex shear modulus.
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Based on the results of all conducted tests, it can be
concluded that more flexible binders could be obtained
with SBS + AG modification to improve storage stability.
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